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Source: Michele Martin

WELCOME TO UNIT 2
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Recall: Course goals
1. Have a clear understanding of the basic components of impactful
climate change communication;
2. Know how to identify key audiences, and develop and practice
audience-specific communication techniques;
3. Have developed a core set of key messages and practiced
applying and delivering them; and
4. Understand the importance and role of, and practice working
with, emotions, values and identity in climate change
communication.

How

For
What

With
Whom

What
Via
What

How
Well

Where we are in the arc of the training
Unit 1

Unit 2

• Course introduction
& overview

• Basics of audiencespecific
communication

• Identifying
audience-specific
motivations

• Identifying and
getting to know
your audience

• Dealing with
audience-specific
barriers

• Goals of
communication

• Understanding and
addressing
psychological/emotional and other
defenses

• The challenges
effective
communication has
to address
• The basic
components of
strategic
communication

• Selecting effective
frames & shaping
key messages

Unit 3

Unit 4
• Communication
opportunities and
channels
- Basics
- Participants’
options and
considerations

Unit 5
• Evaluating
communication
effectiveness
• Identifying
meaningful
indicators of
impact/ change

• Identifying the best
messengers
• Communication
goals revisited

• Communicating with people means connecting with people,
not merely delivering information.
• The problems effective climate change communication must
address are

Quick Review
Key Points From Unit 1

• More than cognitive or educational,
• Deeply psychological, social, cultural and political.

• Learning about the basics of climate change.
• For communication to be effective, i.e., to achieve a desired
outcome, it must
• Sufficiently elevate the motivation to undertake the
action/make the change and
• Minimize or eliminate the barriers to making that change.

• The focus of strategic climate change communication
should
• Not be on educating people merely about climate change,
• But on helping people see how to make social change happen.
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Re-orienting: Finding course materials
Which Course Materials?

Youtube Channel

Lectures and interviews
(video recordings, Zoom mtgs)

Google Folder

X

Email

(links)

Training slides for note taking
(ready to review or print out)

X
(“Unit_/Slides for notetaking”)

X

Exercise materials, worksheets
etc. (ready to view or print out)

X
(“Unit_/Exercises”)

X

X
(“Unit_/Supplementary materials)

X

Supplementary materials
(readings, online examples, chats)

• YouTube Videos: for now all private; we will send direct links each week
• Google Folder: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Na_IQ-4xpNkDGShj7dTBNzPTg2UFfgge?ths=true

Exercises completed in Unit 1
Exercise Focus

Purpose

1.

Self Introduction & Developing an
Audience-Specific Communication
Strategy

• Use your existing skills, expertise and experience and apply
them toward a typical climate communication challenge
• Collaborate with your partner(s) to devise an effective and
creative approach to the communication challenge

2.

When Climate Change Comes Home • Notice and carefully observe climate change impacts and
- Reflections on Observed Impacts
solutions
across Seychelles
• Reflect on their implications for individuals, families,
businesses, and Seychelle society at large
• Notice any emotional responses you may have

3.

Why is Communicating Climate
Change So Difficult?

• Understand and deepen into the various hypothesis about
why communicating about climate change is so challenging
• Explore the challenges you and others experience when
trying to communicate climate change

Source: Pintrest

Audience-Specific Climate Change Communication
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• Focus on key aspects of effective communication

Quick Overview
Key Points for Discussion & Practice

• Audience and the all-important imperative to know your
audience
• Audience-specific communication goal(s)
• Audience-resonant ways of framing
• Using mental models
• Developing key messages

• The iterative nature of developing effective communication
strategies
• Collaboration and practice make perfect!
• Your training partner(s) are key resources for developing
effective communication strategies.

Toward active engagement
For communication to be effective, i.e., to facilitate an intended societal
response or desired social change, it must:
(1) sufficiently elevate and maintain the motivation
to change a practice or policy
&
(2) contribute to lowering barriers and resistance
to doing so
Motivation
Communication

Resistance/
Barriers

Social
Change &
Action
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Your key audiences
Types of audiences you do/wish to address
1%

1%

general public

1%

students/youth
professionals

2%2% 2%
3% 3%

policy-makers

23%

3%

tourists

4%

teachers
tourism managers/hotel owners

4%

resource managers

4%

public officials/gov staff
elected officials

18%

5%

researchers/scientists/experts
NGOs/COBs (not necessarily climate)

5%

Influentials/community or business leaders

5%
5%

10%

health workers
patients
utilities
ag sector
travel agents
parents

Source: Data based on pre-training survey

Many ways to define/delineate an audience
• By demographic characteristics
• E.g., age groups, gender, racial groupings, level of educational
achievement, economic status

“Audience segmentation”

• By geographic location
• E.g. jurisdictions, regions, countries, urban/rural

• By affiliation with a sector, profession, role
• E.g., farmers, fishermen, hoteliers; parents, patients, tourists

• By typical categories of political ideology
• E.g., liberal/conservative, left-wing/centrist/right-wing
Source: Canz Marketing

• By attitude toward a particular issue
• E.g., Global Warming’s Six Americas

Different beliefs, levels of engagement,
behaviors and policy preferences
Alarmed

Concerned

Cautious

Disengaged

Doubtful

Dismissive

Beliefs

Convinced CC is underway, human-caused,
urgent issue; egalitarian
values; liberal

Convinced it’s happening,
a serious issue, but
distant; moderate values

Not sure it’s happening
or human caused; have
not made up mind

Don’t know anything
about the issue;
egalitarian values

Don’t think it’s happening, but if so, it’s natural
and not a threat; strong
individualistic values

Convinced it’s not
happening, a hoax

Behaviors

Activists; taking personal,
political action; active in
their comm’s, energy
efficiency, conservation

energy efficiency actions
in home; habitual
conservation actions

low levels of civic
engagement; fewer EE,
conservation actions in
home

politically inactive, least
EE actions in home

avg civic involvement;
energy efficiency actions
in home, but fewest
conservation actions

civically active; socially,
politically conservative;
EE actions, conservation
habits

Preferred
response

Strong personal, civic, gov
actions needed; market
alone won’t fix it

Full spectrum of
responses (private &
public)

Some gov role; prefer
market-driven
responses

Gov and individual
action

Strong pref for marketdriven response; R&D;
leave it to individuals

Oppose any form of
government role, antiegalitarian

Policy preference

Gov regulation, policies
for energy, transport etc.

Gov, industry actions;
R&D investment,

Better safe than sorry;
mixed portfolio

Doesn’t know enough to
have preference

Oppose gov intervention,
free market options only

Oppose any action to
reduce emissions

Issue
engagement

highly attentive to
political, environmental,
scientific news

average involvement in
civic activities; not paying
much attention

not seeking out or
attend much to info
about the issue

Not paying attention to
CC, politics; media for
entertainment

extremely unlikely to pay
attention to information
about CC

Distrust most news on
CC

Questions

Greatest trust in
scientists; what can I do?
What can US gov do to
address it? What harms?

need addl info about CC
before making up their
minds; what can I do?
What can US gov do?

need for more info on
CC; how do we know
it’s happening? What
harms will CC cause?

Not seeking info; how
do we know it’s
happening? What
harms will CC cause?

How do we know it’s
happening? What harms
will CC cause?

Least trust in scientists;
How do we know it’s
happening? Is CC really
happening?
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Exercise 4

Initial identification of your audience
• Virtually connect with your training
partner(s) to discuss and decide on an
audience you would like to focus on for this
exercise.
• Once you agree on an audience, use the
worksheet provided to begin to get to know
your audience.
• Do some background research to fill gaps in
what you know about your audience to
establish a complete audience profile.
• Discuss what you think might make it
difficult to communicate with this audience
and what might help?

Source: Michele Martin

This ends Unit 2 – Part 1. Please complete the exercise and then go to Unit 2 – Part 2
Source: Susi Moser
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